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Muhammad Ali is known as "The Greatest" not just because of his Champion status but also

because of his life-long humanitarian work outside of the ring. This book chronicles his life from the

start of his career as Cassius Clay up to his death and funeral in June 2016. Muhammad Ali is an

icon in and out of the sporting world and this commemorative edition honors his memory with over

300 photographs from the Daily Mail archive and Getty images.
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It's a wonderful book. I already have a little knowledge about Muhammad Ali, but this book shows

me lots of interesting stories with pictures.

I thought this was gonna be a nice sized coffee table book. This thing is tiny! Smaller than a blu-ray

case and that was pretty disappointing because it was a gift. Haven't heard anything about its

content so I have no clue as to the quality but I expected much more!

Pictures are awesome.Book arrive in bad shape. It was scratched on the cover and I could not give

it as a gift.

The book was a gift for my father and it arrived in less than ideal condition, The plastic on the cover

was scratched in places and the corners of the book were slight bent. I am still going to give it to him



but it looks like something I bought at a tag sale or a thrift shop.

My daughter loved this book..She is big Muhammad Ali fan.

all obligations were met, job well done

any picture of muhammad ali is worth one thousand words, a book of pictures is priceless and a

great item to have

Here, in a 250-page, 7x7 pocket size book, we have Muhammad Ali's life on review in black and

white pictures, all suitably sized for download into an iPad.Right before our eyes we get to see a

replay of the Louisville lip in action. We see Cassius Marcellus Clay turn before our eyes into

Muhammad Ali as he "floats likes a butterfly and stings like a bee" all over his own version of the

"Bum of the month club." From the proud moment of his 1960 Olympic Gold Metal, to his even

prouder moment of "whupping" that ugly invincible bear, Sonny Liston, to his final lost to Larry

Holmes. This anthology in pictures of Ali's career can only be improved upon by a similar one

reproduced in color.The index contains a chronology of all of Ali's fights. The only thing missing is a

picture of him in his seminal battle with the U.S. draft board and a curious omission of him carrying

the Olympic Torch at the 1991 Olympics in Atlanta. The perfect Xmas gift book. Three Stars
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